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<p class="line a">Unit - </p>




<p class="line "><span id="W ">Hello.  I'm 
Emi. What's your name? </span></p>
<p class="line "><span id="W ">Hello. I'm 
Alex. Nice to meet you.</span></p>






<p>  class 
CSS page_ .css
@charset "utf- ";
html, body{ margin: ; padding: ;} 
p {font-family: "Times New Roman", serif, 
sans-serif; font-size: px; letter-spacing: px; 
position:absolute;} 
p.line0a {top: px; left: px; font-family: 
"Hadley"; font-size: px;}
p.line0b {top: px; left: px; font-family: 
"Hadley"; font-size: px;}
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. Emi & Alex
SMIL
<?xml version=" . " encoding="UTF- "?>






<text src="page_ .xhtml#W " />
<audio src="audio/ - - .mp " clipBegin=" . s" 
clipEnd=" . s" />
</par>
<par id="par ">
<text src="page_ .xhtml#W " />
<audio src="audio/ - - .mp " 
clipBegin=" . s" clipEnd=" . s" />
</par>
<par id="par ">
<text src="page_ .xhtml#W " />
<audio src="audio/ - - .mp " 
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Handmade e-Books with Media Overlays and School Activities
Abstract
We have created e-books with Media Overlays and conducted many school activities for 
both the special needs and general schools. In creating e-books with Media Overlays, FU-
SEe, developed by FUSE network Inc., were used. First, all the illustrations of e-book 
were created or scanned, and then imported into the images  folder of the FUSEe. 
were arranged by using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS
were stored in the css  folders of the FUSEe. Voices that should be synchronized with 
the highlighting texts were recorded with a linear  recorder. By using Audacity 
program, noises were removed and audio volumes were adjusted, and then the audios 
were transformed into MP  format. The starting  and ending  positions in each of 
the audios, corresponding to the highlighting text, were extracted from the edited MP
These handmade e-books with Media Overlays could be read very nicely by using iPad
with iBooks reader. At general schools, the students, who usually could not come to school, 
eventually came and joined the class activity with e-books; they could read e-books with 
Media Overlays by sharing the earphone with their classmates. At special needs school, 
with Media Overlays by themselves using an automatic page scroll functionality equipped 
with iBooks reader. They could improve their reading abilities very effectively, and thus 
with Media Overlays.
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